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Abstract
The problem involved in this thesis was to construct a source of
microwave frequency electromagnetic energy to be used as the signal
source of a microwave maser* The maser was intended to have a signal
frequency of

9 - 10 kmc. and a pump frequency of 22 - 25 kmc. For this

purpose it is necessary to have a signal source whose frequency is
accurately known and will remain constant. The frequency-stabilized
source constructed made use of a reflex klystron and a Pound
dis criminator•
The components of the system, the klystron, the discriminator,
and the amplifier, are analyzed and their calculated and actual
performance presented. It is shown that the Pound discrimiator can be
made more sensitive by allowing its crystal detectors to have unequal
sensitivities, instead of the usual practice of equalizing their
sensitivities.
The actual performance of the system in stabilizing the
frequency of oscillation is presented and compared with the expected
requirements of the signal source of a microwave maser. The system was
found to provide a frequency stability of 5 parts in 10^, which will in
general be adequate for the intended purpose.
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1
Klystron Frequency Stabilization with a Pound Discriminator
General Problem
A frequent requirement of generators of electromagnetic energy
at radio frequencies is that the frequency of oscillation be accurately
known and remain constant. For frequencies around 100 Me. and lower,
thfe piezoelectric effect of quartz can be used to provide a stability
of about one part in 10®. Here, the electric oscillation is coupled to
the mechanical vibration of the quartz crystal, which has a very high
Q and a very stable natural frequency. It is difficult to make quartz
crystals thin enough to resonate at frequencies above 100 Me., and at
these frequencies, other schemes for frequency stabilization must be
used. One technique is to generate at a low frequency with a crystal
stabilized oscillator, and use frequency multipliers to provide the high
frequency signal. It is possible, however, to stabilize high frequency
generators directly, and the Pound discriminator is a device for doing
thisl The apparatus described here was originally intended to provide
a frequency stabilized signal source for a microwave maser.
System Analysis
The block diagram of the frequency stabilization scheme is

Figure 1.
The frequency of oscillation of the generator can be controlled over a

.
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certain range by varying the voltage Er. A voltage appears on the
output of the discriminator when electromagnetic energy supplied to it
is not of a specified frequency, the polarity of the voltage depending
on the sign of'the frequency deviation. The discriminator voltage is
anqplified and applied to the generator in such a way as to reduce the
frequency deviation.
.

Suppose there is a disturbing factor which causes the frequency

of the generator to depart from the desired frequency by an amount Af.
The discriminator output resulting from this deviation will be
anqplified and applied to the generator, producing a frequency
difference Af to counteract Af. The discriminator output e^ =
k(j( Af - Af ), if the relation between output and frequency deviation
is Unear. The amplified discriminator output, Er

:

A

wher^Ais the gain of the amplifier. Af< will then
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if there is a linear relation between Er and the frequency of the
generator. From the equations it can be seen that Af *= Af£“£
From this, Af - Af =

. Thus, the frequency deviation will

1 * kakgA
be reduced by the factor 1 * k^kgA. This is called the feedback
stabilization factor, and indicates the effectiveness with which the
stabilizing system reduces frequency deviations.
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The Reflex Klystron
In this system a Varian X-13 is used as the generator whose
frequency is to be stabilized. The theory of the reflex klystron is
presented in appendix A. The beam voltage of the klystron was set at
300 v and the repeller at =260 v. Under these conditions, the factor
of proportionality between the frequency of operation and the repeller
voltage was found to be 0.465 Mc./v.
Discriminator
The discriminator is shown in figure 2.

The klystron is connected to the cross directional coupler. A
microwave attenuator followed by a crystal detector is connected to
one side of the coupler and the H-plane arm of a microwave magic tee
to the other side. Another microwave attenuator followed by a crystal

detector is connected to the Emplane arm of the magic tee. A precision
reflection cavity is connected to one side of the tee„ and a microwave
short circuit whose position can be varied is connected to the other.
The magic tee is shown in figure 3»

Arm 3 is the H~plane arm and arm 4 is the E-plane arm. Arms 1 and 2

,

are the side arms.- Suppose that two electric fields

E]_ and Eg are

propagating down arms 1 and 2 toward the junction of arms. Then there
will be an electric field propagating out arm 3 proportional to E^ *
E2 and a field out arm 4 proportional to Ej_ - E2. The operation of the
magic tee discussed in appendix B.
The functioning of the discriminator will now be described. The
energy from the klystron enters the cross directional coupler,, and 99$
of it is delivered to the load. 1 $ of the energy is directed toward
the magic tee. Of the power entering the magic tee through arm 3o half
of it leaves through arm 1,

half of it through arm 20 and none of it

through arm 4. The power leaving arm 1 is reflected by the short and
re-enters arm 1. The power leaving arm 2 is partially reflected by the
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cavity# and the reflected part re-enters arm 2, The cavity has the
property that at resonance, its admittance is purely conductive# while
if the frequency is slightly above or below resonance# the admittance
becomes capacitive or inductive# respectively# If the frequency is far
from the resonant frequency of the cavity# the admittance is
essentially that of a short circuit0 The length of the waveguide from
the adjustable short to the center of the magic tee is made 1/8 of a
wavelength shorter than that to the cavity0 The power in arm 1 will
then have 1/4 of a wavelength less to travel in leaving from and
returning to the center of the tee0 since it travels twice through the
waveguide. The reflected waves from the cavity and the short combine
in the tee# giving a wave in arm 3 whose electric field is proportional
to the sum and a wave in arm 4 whose electric field is proportional to
the difference of the electric fields of the entering waves# as
explained before. The wave in arm 4 travels through an attenuator to
the crystal detector detector D-j_, The wave in arm 3 travels back
through the cross directional coupler# where a negligible amount of
energy is lost# and through an attenuator to the crystal detector D2<>
Let the electric field of the wave propagating from the cross
directional coupler to the magic tee

s

the waves propagating out arms 1 and 2
voltage reflected from the short

s

E^, Then the electric field of

-

s

l/ ■yjz E^, Let the

Eg and that from the cavity " Ec,

Then Eg r/|E^ and Ec ~pcE^„ where

and

Pc

are the reflection

coefficients of the short and the cavity. If the electric fields vary
sinusoidally with time# their phasors may be added and subtracted in
the magic tee as before. The waves coming into arms 1 and 2 will have
electric fields with the values

f>$E^

and respectively. However#

6o

since the wave from the short has 1/4 of a wavelength less to travel
than that from the cavity,, the phase of its electric field will lead
that from the cavity by 90°, providing the short and the cavity have
the same reflection coefficient. This will be the case if the frequency
of oscillation is far from the resonant frequency of the cavity0 At
resonance, there will still be a 90° phase difference between the
electric fields, although the reflection from the cavity may either
lead or lag the reflection from the short, depending on the Q and the
coupling factor of the cavity. This is because the reflection
coefficient of the cavity at resonance, like that of the short,
contains no imaginary component, and thus causes the reflected wave to
be either in phase or 180° out of phase with the incoming wave0 If
there is a 90° phase difference, there will be no difference between
the phasor sum and the phasor difference of the electric fields. This
implies that the same amount of energy flows through arms 3 and 4 of
the tee, and that crystals

and Dg will receive the same amount of

power, provided the two attenuators have the same adjustment. If the
crystals have equal sensitivities, their output voltages will be equal.
The error voltage,

equal to the difference between the crystal

outputs, will be zero for this case. If the crystals have unequal
sensitivities, the attenuators can be adjusted to make their outputs
equal when the frequency is at cavity resonance. If the frequency is
slightly off resonance, the cavity admittance will become susceptive,
and its reflection coefficient will become complex. There will then no
longer be a 90° phase difference Eg and Ec, and different amounts of
power will reach the crystals, causing an error voltage to appear.
The analysis of the discriminator is presented in appendix C.

The general form of the error voltage vs. frequency curve is shown in
figure 4.

f

Figure 40
The form of the curve is determined principally by the loaded Q of
the cavityt the parameter

which will be defined„ and the

characteristics of the crystal detectors. The unloaded Q of the
cavity, Q0, is the quality factor of the cavity when it is not
loaded with any external circuitry. The loaded Q of the cavity,
is the quality factor when the cavity is loaded with the
characteristic impedance of the connecting waveguide.

is the

quality factor the cavity would have if the only source of
dissipation were the characteristic impedance of the waveguide.

“/oL(G0 * Y0)

resonant frequency of cavity
Gc s shunt conductance of cavity at resonance
Y0 - characteristic admittance of connecting waveguide
L

s

equivalent inductance of cavity at resonance
The equation for the discriminator output, e^, is

AWSUU ~0Uo

K s proportionality constant of crystal whose D.C. output voltage
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is proportional to power in or the square of the electric field of
the incoming wave.
®dc 2 ^ ^m^® where Bm is proportional to the electric field of the
incoming wave.
The maximum error voltage occurs when ftu|=

• At this point ed

s

Qji
KE»,K2 TT”.

eja

Thus, the width of the section of the error max "
frequency curve for which its slope is positive depends only on the
loaded Q of the cavity.
When microwave crystals detectors are operated at low power
levels, the assumed relation between D.C.. voltage out and microwave
power in (Ed{J s KEm2) holds. Eor high power levels, however, the
output voltage does not increase as rapidly as the power input. This
will not change the general shape of the discriminator curve, but it
will change the magnitude and the location of its critical points. As
an example, consider a crystal whose output voltage is proportional to
the electric field of the incoming wave, or the square root of the
incoming power. In this case there is no simple relation between
frequency and error voltage, and a numerical example was selected
with values of <*L and Qx, typical of what might be found in a
reflection cavity. Qi was set equal to 20,000 and QL to 10,000. For
the crystals whose output is proportional to the square of the
incoming electric field, or square lwa crystals, A
0.5 Me. For the other, or linear crystals,
(jja

for e, ”
“max
for s Oo^ ^Co
UJ

in each case “ 10,000. For this case, the linear crystals

brought the maximum error points closer together in frequency. In the
discriminate used in the apparatus, ®dmax occurred for Atus? 0.25 Me. s
s 9700 Me., indicating a Qx, of 20,000, if square law crystals are
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are assumed0 The actual QL of the standard cavity is 13,000, however,.
The previous example suggests the possibility that the discrepency is
due to deviation fromsquare law characteristics in the crystals used
in the discriminator,. This was observed to be the ease0 At low power
levels the crystals were found to follow square law characteristics
accurately. At high power levels, however, the output voltage showed
much less increase than the power in, the relation between input power
and output voltage being complicated.
In general, the two crystal detectors will not have equal
sensitivity. It is possible to equalize the crystal sensitivities by
attenuating the power to the more sensitive crystal, or by using a
voltage divider to reduce the voltage from the more sensitive crystal.
The output of the two crystals can thus be made the same for a given
power level, and the discriminator will behave as before. This,
however, makes the discriminator less sensitive, as is indicated by
the calculations in appendix C. If the power to the more sensitive
crystal is not attenuated, the slope of the error <= frequency curve
will become greater, providing for more sensitivity, but the curve
will become asymmetrical. It is shown in appendix C that it is not
always possible to have zero error voltage for zero frequency
deviation, when the crystal sensitivities are appreciably different.
In particular, if

and Q0 have approximately the same value, the

crystal sensitivities will have to be approximately the same if there
is to be zero error for Aw 2 0o

This implies that the system can

stabilize on a frequency which is not necessarily the resonant
frequency of the standard cavity. Thus, if the standard cavity
micrometer reading is the only means of determining the frequency, and
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it is that the frequency of oscillation be accurately known0 it would
be necessary to equalize the crystals and accept the reduced
sensitivity. If „ however0 there are other means of determining the
frequency!, or if it is necessary that the frequency be constant but
not precisely known,, the crystal sensitivities could be allowed to
differ,, making the discriminator more sensitive and the loop gain
greater.
The discriminator used had a sensitivity of 0o2 v/Me. at its
most sensitive point. The constant of proportionality between the
klystron repeller voltage and the frequency of oscillation is
approximately 0.5 Mc./v. The total gain through the klystron and the
discriminator is thus (0.5 Mc./v)(0.2 v/Mc.) s 0ol. The discriminator
error - frequency curve is shown in figure 5«
Amplifier
A differential amplifier was used to control the repeller
voltage,, each input being connected to the output of one of the
crystal detectors of the discriminator. The circuit is shown in figure
6. Each detector is connected to the input of a cathode follower using
one unit of a 12AT?0 One of the cathode follower outputs is connected
to the negative input of a Philbrick K2XA operational amplifier. The
other is connected to the positive input of the Philbrick unit through
a zero adjustment. The zero adjustment is used to bring the output of
the amplifier to zero potential when the positive and negative inputs
are at the same potential. The output of the Philbrick amplifier is
connected to the input of a cathode follower using a 6L6. The output
of this cathode follower is connected to the ground of the Klystron
repeller voltage supply. A 4700000 ohm resistor is connected to the
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output of the repeller supply„ and a lc0 mfd0 capacitor is connected
in parallel with the supply and the resistor„ as is shown in the
diagram0 The output is applied to a special low pass filter and then
to the repeller. A 0»1 mfd. feedback capacitor is connected from the
output of the filter to the negative input of the Philbriek,
One of the problems involved in the design of the amplifier
was the necessity of providing D.C. control of the repeller voltage,.
This required the amplifier output to be connected in series with
repeller voltage supplyo The ground of the supply has a substantial
amount of capacitance with respect to the common ground of the system,*
This capacitance in combination with the inductance of the transformer
winding of the transformer in the repeller supply would limit the
high frequency response and cause undesirable phase shift,. This
problem is solved by bypassing the repeller supply with the 1 mfd0
capacitor,. At high frequencies the impedance of the Imfd. capacitor
becomes quite small„ while the impedance of the inductance of the
transformer winding becomes large,,

A high frequency signal thus

propagates through the capacitor with little attenuation or phase
shift, while a low frequency signal changes the potential of the
repeller supply ground„
The capacitance between the repeller supply ground and the
common ground also causes poor high frequency response by forming a
low pass RC filter with the output resistance of the amplifier» The
requires the amplifier to have a very low output impedance for good
high frequency performance. For this reason the cathode follower with
the 6L6 was placed between the output of the Philbriek unit and the
repeller supply. The cathode follower has an output impedance of

14*
approximately 200 ohms.
Another problem involved in the design of the amplifier system
is the existence of high frequency oscillation on the amplifier
output from a blocking oscillator in the repeller supply,, The
frequency of this oscillation is 110 kc0 ® and it appeared in many
parts of the amplifier and the power supplies® because at the high
frequency of oscillation® there is a large amount of electric and
magnetic coupling between the circuit elementso The oscillation
appears on the output of the repeller supply and on the output of the
amplifier. The ripple in the output of the supply is filtered to a
large extent by the 4700000 ohm resistor and the 1 mfd0 capacitor.
The capacitor is not connected directly to ground® but the resistance
to ground is the output impedance of the 6L6 cathode follower® about
200 ohms. This is negligible compared to 470®000 ohms® and the
470,000 ohm resistor and 1.0 mfd. capacitor act very much as a simple
low pass RC filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/3 cps.
The equivalent circuit in figure 7<> is useful for examining the
effects of the oscillation. Here® the special low pass filter has been
left off the output of the system.

Figure 7.
The ripple on the amplifier output can be represented by a voltage

.
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source eg with a series resistance Rg all in series with the amplifier,
as shown in the diagram. It is assumed that the gain of the amplifier
is of the form =A/jou at high frequencies. Since the impedance of the
0.1 mfd. feedback capacitor will be very low at the high frequency
involved, the output of the system. e0. will be equal to the amplifier
input. The amplifier output is eQ. R is the equivalent series
resistance contributed by the cathode follower on the inputo
R
,
V
_ ,
jA R
e
(e
e
e J
o = a * s* Eaas
“
w *s
s R *R
e

o -

e

<5

R

*

1 _
R

Q

^ i —

If A/iu is large. eQ will be small. At high frequencies, however. A/ui
is small, and if R is not extremely large compared to Rg. or eg is
relatively large. eQ can have appreciable magnitude. It will thus be
necessary to add a low pass filter to the output to reduce the ripple
to an acceptable magnitude. If a single RC filter is used, a large
amount of negative phase shift will be introduced into the feedback
loop, which will make the system more difficult to stabilize. For this
reason a filter was constructed which causes a 45° phase shift over a
large part of its stop band, instead of 90°, as would be the case with
a simple filter,.
The design of such a filter is easy if certain approximations
are allowed. The circuit is shown in figure 8. For very low frequencies
the output is constant. When

R^G^# there will be a break point and

the amplitude of the output will begin to decrease. If R^, R4, 02. C3,
and

are ignored, which is permissible if the impedances of these

elements are much larger than those of RQ_, R2» and G-^. the magnitude
of the out put/input will approach the value

—- as CA> is

Rl * R2

.
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R,

Figure 80
increased. The break point will be loacted where the line l/wR^Ci
intersects the constant resistance line

Rx

R0
o R-z

—r—- on a Bode plots, as

shown in figure 9«

the parallel combination of R-j_ and R^ and the series combination of G-^

17
and C20

l/txi" (R-^/CRi ■fr R2)) (G^C/?/ (G^ C2)) « If R^o ^49 ^3°

®4

are ignored, the approximate break point will give the same results as
the exact analysis for arbitrarily large frequencies0 The next break
will occur when the resistance line

R^/(R^ « R;]^?/(Ri *

intersected. The parallel combination of R-^„ R20 and

Rj

R

2^ ^

and the series

combination of C-^, C2o and C3. will cause the next break, and so on.
The last break will occur when l/u> is equal to the product of the
parallel combination of the four resistors and the series combination
of the four capacitors. The slope of the Bode plot will then approach
6 db./octave for higher frequencies.
,

The completed Bode plots, shown in figures 31 and 32 in

appendix D, show a considerable levelling of the discontinuities
shown in figure 9. If the frequency ranges of the level and the
sloping portions of the simplified Bode plot, as in figure 9, are
made equal on a logarithmic scale, the magnitude of the output/input
will decrease with frequency at the rate of 3 db„/octave, and the
phase shift of the circuit will be approximately 45°0 The exact
analysis of a circuit of this type can become quite involved.
The analysis of the amplifier and the filter are presented in
appendix D0 The actual and theoretical frequency response curves of
the amplifier system are shown in figures

10 and 11. It is seen there

is a considerable difference between the theoretical and actual
performance. This is probably due to the approximations made in the
analysis.
The Nyquist plots of the theoretical and experimental results
are shown in figure

120 The plots include the gain of 0ol of the

klystron - discriminator combination and the phase shift caused by the
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capacitance to ground of the external modulation input0 For all cases»
it is seen that there is a considerable margin of safety against
instability. These0 results, however, are for a low power mode of
operation of the klystron. A higher power mode of operation would make
the discriminator more sensitive, increasing the loop gain and
decreasing the margin of safety.
Also plotted are the theoretical results of the same circuit
with the special filter replaced by a simple RC filter with the same
cutoff frequency as the lowest cutoff frecmenqy of the special filter.
It is seen that the simple filter causes greater phase shift and
attenuation

at high frequencies than the special filter. If. however,

the attenuation of the simple filter were made to correspond to that
of the special filter at some specified frequency higher than the
lowest cutoff frequency, the advantage of the special filter would not
be so apparent.
The purpose of the cathode on the negative input of the
amplifier is to protect the crystal from momentary high voltages that
might be applied to it through the feedback capacitor. The cathode
follower on the positive input is to equalize the D.C0 levels of the
inputs.
It was not originally intended to use the 0.1 mfd. feedback
capacitor, but it was found that the capacitor improved performance
by reducing the noise and high frequency ripple on the outputo The
capacitor provided a low impedance path to ground for the high
frequency noise and ripple, this being the output resistance of the
input cathode follower, about 450 ohms, but being a feedback capacitor,
it did not increase the phase shift of the system beyond 90° for the

low and intermediate frequencies.
Klystron Beam Power Supply
The beam supply for the klystron is a standard regulated power
supply with a pentode 6L6 as the series regulating tube0 The wiring
diagram is shown in figure 13. The screen voltage of the pentode is
supplied by a separate transformer and a bridge rectifier. The supply
can be operated either as a choke input or a capacitor input power
supply, depending on whether 300 volts or 500 volts is required,
respectively. In each case the voltage drop across the 6L6 series
regulator is approximately 200 volts.
Klystron Repeller Voltage Supply
The wiring diagram for the repeller supply is shown in figure
14. The supply makes use of a free running blocking oscillator whose
pulses are amplified by a variable amount, depending on the output
voltage required, rectified, and filtered. The scheme is based on a
2
system constructed by Hemphill .
T1 of the 12AU? is used in a standard free running blocking
oscillator circuit, whose output is applied to the grid of T2. The
cathode of T2 is held at a constant potentiag with respect to ground
by the gas tube T3» an 002. The bias on the grid of T2 is determined
by the output of the feedback amplifier, which will be described
below. If the pulse from the blocking oscillator is of insufficient
magnitude to bring the grid of T2 above its cutoff voltage, T2 will
not conduct and there will be no pulse on the secondary windings of
the transormer TR2. If the bias is such that the pulse brings the grid
above the cutoff point, T2 will conduct and a pulse will appear on the
secondary windings, whose magnitude will be approximately proportional
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to the plate drop. The plate drop in turn is determined by how much
voltage the cutoff voltage is exceeded,, unless the grid is brought so
high the tube saturates. If the magnitude of the pulse from the
blocking oscillator remains constant# the feedback amplifier output
determines the amount by which the cutoff is exceeded# and thus the
magnitude of the output pulses in TR2.
There are two secondary windings on the transformer TR2# a high
voltage winding and a low voltage winding. The output from the high
voltage winding is rectified# filtered, and used as the repeller
voltage of the klystron. The output from the low voltage winding is
rectified# filtered# and used to regulate the repeller voltage.
The rectified and filtered low voltage output is applied, to &
voltage divider# whose output is placed in series with a precision
controlled voltage. The precision controlled voltage consists of a
mercury cell placed across a helical potentiometer. The voltage
between the center tap and the high voltage end of the potentiometer
is added in series to the voltage from the voltage divider# which is
always positive in polarity. It is the sum of these two voltages which
serves as the error voltage of the voltage regulating system0
The feedback amplifier referred to above is a chopper stabilized
Philbriek operational amplifier# which has an extremely high D.C. gain.
If the output of the amplifier can be assumed to fall within the range
determined by the cutoff and saturation values of the grid of T2# the
input will be very small and will have a very limited range. If the
sum of the output from the voltage divider and the precision voltage
is applied to the amplifier input# there will exist a feedback control
system for the voltage on the low voltage winding of the transformer

26,

TR2. Since the input of the amplifier is essentially sero* the output
from the voltage divider and the precision voltage will be equal and
opposite in polarity. Thus9 by varying the helical potentiometer,, which
changes the magnitude of the precision controlled voltage* the voltage
on the low voltage winding can be controlled0
If the voltage from the low voltage winding of TR2 should rise
above the desired value* there will be a positive error signal. The
gain of the amplifier is negative. Therefore* the positive error
signal will cause the output voltage to decrease0 increasing the
negative bias on the grid of T2. This will reduce the peak excursion
of the grid* which reduces the plate voltage excursion* and thus
reduces the magnitude of the input pulse to TR2. This would reduce the
pulse on the secondary winding* making the output voltage smaller* and
correcting the error. If the voltage should decrease from the desired
value, the correction would take place in the same manner* except
that the polarity of the voltage changes would be reversed in each
case.
It is assumed there is a single-valued and time-independent
relation between the repeHer voltage and the output of the voltage
divider. This is essentially correct* since there is no appreciable
load on either of the secindary windings of TR2.

.
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Performance
The system is simple to lock in and shows no tendency toward
instability,, The three sources of frequency error are residual ripple
on the repeller, the drift of the Philbriek amplifier0 and the
temperature variation of the resonant frequency of the cavityD The
ripple causes a frequency deviation of about 10 ke„, or one part in 10^„
The drift of the Philbriek causes considerable frequency deviation
when the system is first turned on, but after about an hour of
operation,, the drift becomes relatively small, causing a frequency
change of perhaps 30 kc. in an hour, and the drift continues to
decrease as the time in operation increases. The cavity causes a small
frequency drift due to its gradual heating. The klystron generates heat
which is conducted by the waveguides in the discriminator to the
cavity, and over a period of time will cause a small increase in the
temperature of the cavity. The resonant frequency of the cavity varies
approximately 20 kc. per degree centigrade. A plot of frequency vs.
time in operation is shown in figure 15, The very rapid change in
frequency at first is caused principally by the amplifier drift0 The
subsequent slow change in frequency is possibly caused by change in
the cavity temperature, which, because of the large mass of the cavity,
will change temperature slowly. After the system has been allowed to
warm up, the frequency of oscillation will remain constant within
about 50 kc,, or 5 parts in 10^.
The feedback stabilization factor of the system s 1 -fr k^kgA.
k^kg ” ^.1 ^or ^be mode in which the klystron was operated. The
Philbriek unit was expected to provide a D.G. gain of 30,000, which
would have given a stabilization factor of 3,000. The actual D.C. gain

28 c,
of the amplifier was found to be I0g000e however. This reduction in
gain was probably caused by the high common level at which the inputs
were held by the input cathode followers. The actual stabilization
factor was thus 1000. This could be increased by operating the klystron
in a more powerful mode.
The frequency bandwidth of microwave masers varies considerably,,
but the minimum bandwidth usually encountered is approximately 100 ke„^
Thus, the frequency stability of the system is adequate for the
required purpose, since the frequency can be controlled within 50 kc.
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Appendix A
The Reflex Klystron

4

A diagram of the reflex klystron is shown in figure l60

The cathode emits an electron beam which is accelerated by the
positive cavity voltage# The beam passes through grids in the cavity
wallso and is then accelerated in the opposite direction by the
negative voltage between the repeller and the cavity# The electron
beam passes through the cavity once again,, and the electrons are
finally absorbed by the cavity. An alternating electric field existing
in the cavity will alternately accelerate and decelerate the electrons
passing through the cavity, if a component of the field is parallel to
the direction of motion of the electrons# The field will be parallel
to the field for the cavity configuration shown in figure 16, which is
called a re-entrant cavity. The alternate acceleration and deceleration
will cause the electrons to form bunches in the beam at certain times
after passing through the cavity# If this time is such that the bunches
pass through the cavity, there will be an alternating current induced
in the cavity walls, due to the changing reflection of charge in the
4. The treatment presented here is derived largely from Microwave
Theory qnd Techniques ,. by Reich, Ordung, Skalnik, and Krauss, Gh. 13#

walls as the bunches pass through the gap. The current caused by the
bunched beam divided by the original cavity voltage is called the
electronic admittance of the klystron. The phase between the cavity
voltage and the beam induced current can have any value. depending on
the time required by the electrons to return to the cavity. Thus0 the
electronic admittance can be capacitive,, inductive. or positively or
negatively conductive. By giving the electronic admittance a negative
conductance greater than the cavity conductance at resonance,, sustained
oscillations can be made to take place,, since the electron beam is now
delivering enough power to overcome the dissipation of the cavity. The
frequency of oscillation can be changed by varying the electronic
susceptance. Since the oscillation will take place at the frequency at
which the total susceptance is zero,, the cavity susceptance will have
to change such that it is always equal and opposite to the electronic
susceptance. This requires the frequency of oscillation to change.
Consider a beam of electrons of uniform velocity and density
passing through the gap of the re-entrant cavity as shown in figure 16.
The cavity is at some positive potential Va with respect to the
cathode0 The energy acquired by an electron in going from the cathode
to the cavity

g

eVa'. where e is the electronic charge. Since energy -

■fury2. the velocity of the electrons as they enter the cavity. v„ =
•^2eVa/m . where m is the electronic mass. Assume there exists in the
cavity center an alternating voltage V . parallel to the electron beam.
As the electrons leave the cavity, their energy will = e(Va

kVc) .

where k is defined as the cavity coupling factor. The velocity with
which the electrons emerge from the cavity. ve. °Y2e(Va <®. k¥0)/m
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velocity of emerging electrons when the cavity voltage Vc is zero*
The electrons now enter the drift space,, in which the field from
the repeller brings them to rest and forces them back through the
cavity. If the electric field between the cavity and the repeller is
uniform, the acceleration of the electrons in this region wall be
uniform. The force F on an electron from the repeller field

s

e(Va - Vr)/d„ where 7^ is the repeller voltage and d is the distance
between the cavity and the repeller* The acceleration of the electron,
a, s F/m s e(¥a => Vr)/dm0 The time required to bring the electron to
rest after its emergence from the cavity

° ve/a, since the acceleration

is uniform. The time required to return the electron to the cavity is
the same, since there is no dissipation of energy in the drift space*
The total time required by the electron to return to the cavity after
its emergence thus " 2ve/a s T - 2v0dm^/i
term

^1 & k¥c/¥a

k¥c/¥a

/e(Va - ¥r). The

can be represented by the infinite series 1 >

|k¥c/Va - 1/8 (kVc/Va)2.♦ l/l6

(kljYa)3 «. *„* If ¥c is much smaller

than Va, the series is approximately equal to 1 * •§-kVc/Vao all the
other terms being considered negligible. The time
represented approximately as 2dmv0(l

'T can thus be

<p |k¥c/¥a)/e(¥a => ¥r)0 If ¥c is

of the form Vcsin&ut, Ts 2dmv0(l « -§k¥ csinWt/¥a)/e(¥a - ¥r). Thus,
if an electron passes through the gap at time t^, it will pass through
the gap again in the opposite direction at time t£ s t^

& ~Y =

tx * 2dmv0(l ♦ |k7csina)ti/ya)/e(Va = ¥r)*
The effect of the density modulated beam on the cavity can be
analyzed by considering the effective current of the beam flowing
through the gap. The beam current, Ib,

q(At)/At, where q(At)

is the charge flowing through the gap during the time interval

At.
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.The electrons on their first pass through the gap have a constant beam
density, and the beam current of the first pass, 1^, is thus constant.
1^

- q(At)/At, where At can have any value,. Consider a plot of t2

vs. t^o

t2 S t]_ -e- C-j_(l v C2sinO)tJ, where G-j_ s 2dmvQ/e(Va = Vr) and

C2 “ -§kVc/Va.

^inc* the current of the electron beam on its second

pass through the gap, I^o find the total charge q£ that flows through

For the particular situation shown here, this interval corresponds to
three intervals in t^„ The charge that flows during the intervals
(ti, t! o-Ati), (t!*, t!» and (tx", V *Atx»«) will all
return to the cavity during the interval (t2, t2 o A t2). The average
current during this interval is q^/At^0 where q2

2

^ (4 t^ *A tx“ fl>Atxt,)» since 1^ is constant. 1^ thus s

1 2

l^l(Ati

Atx° vAtx0 “)/At2 “-Ibx2 Atx/At2. As At2 approaches

o-

zero, 3^

s

2.dtx/dtg

~ V(dt2/dtx)„ Since t2 s
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ti o* C^(l f CgSinCOti^o dt2/dt-L “ 1 «>
1/(1

1^

<f

IA/G-JG2COS

Wcos w

^l°

thus =

Wt^) o

will in general have a non-sinusoidal waveform. However,,
M

only the fundamental frequency component can contribute energy to the
cavity at the frequency of cavity oscillation. It will thus be
necessary to calculate the fundamental Fourier component of X^o
can be represented by the Fourier series a0 o ^ aneos n4ut «■ bnsin6ut«
a0„ the D.C. term,,

s

Ibio if no electrons are lost0 In evaluating an

and bn it will convenient to substitute

UJt2 <= WG^ for wtgo This

subtracts the time spent in the drift region of electrons subjected to
zero cavity voltage0 and allows the current <= time relation to be
shown only with regard to bunching and without to the phase relative
to the cavity voltage.
rztr
a
l s l/rf J Ib2 oos(a>t2 “U)Gi)do;t2
b

i : tfrlX sin(i/Jt£ => M3x)d ^2
If the cavity voltage is small compared to the accelerating voltage0

the electrons will form bunches centered on and symmetrical with
respect to the electrons subjected to zero cavity voltage. b]_ for this
case - 0.
*i -

I^2cos(cot2 =u>C]_)d^t2.

Substituting the expression for t2s
«1 - l/ir ffbz cos(ujt^ ■o-CVp^Cl o> G2sinU»ti) ■=

Since dt2/dt]_

dUJt2

r d U)t2/dtt) ti„ and since 3^2 s Ibj 1/(dt2/dti) if there

is only one term in the summation„
a

l = lAr/0 Ibi/(d>^/d<uti)

cos( U)12

C

s

*■ (PGX 2

inOu t-j)dj^M^

a^ = f-b-Jvrj cos(o» t-^ <0. (i/G^G2SinuJtQ_)d
ax can be expressed in terms of a first order Bessel function.

3§»
- - 2Ib^ J^((A)C^C2)
PlBaUor, ib2fl]nlJaMntal

- 25>1 JiCWOiOj) o»(Ult - lu^).

Since the electrons are travelling in the opposite direction from that
in which they first passed through the gap, a cavity voltage that
would have accelerated them on the first pass will now decelerate them.
This reverses the energy exchange between the beam and the cavity,
which reverses the sign of the current. Not all the electrons pass
through the cavity, since some are intercepted by the grid. This
reduces the current by the factor p, the grid interception coefficient.
Ifc2 thus - 2Ifc.jP

t

COS(UJ

=

twCj).

Ifc2 can be written in the form 2Ib^p

G^Gg) sin(u/fc

wc^) 0

The electronic admittance can now be calculated by writing the cavity
voltage and the beam current 3^2 in phasor form. The current induced in
the cavity walls by Ib2 is klfc2, where k is the coupling coefficient
of the cavity, as before,. In phasor form.
JO
Vec =- V«e
»cK
tvG])
I s 2pklfc1 Jx(

C^) e‘

—A -A *

The electronic admittance, Yo0 - I/Vc.
x. =

V Cie2)/Tc)e3< 5 " 'U°1>
G0S(^j

sin(|- • twC^) s

COS(«'CJL

<0. jsin(|T ~ wC-^) - sin C^(A» «. j cos

Therefore Ig

s

(2pklbl J1C«"C1C2)/Vc) (sin G^fr j cos Cl1")

We multiply the numerator and denominator by to
“ (2pkIfc1JoC1G2/7c)CJiC.WG;LC2)/ujCiC2) (sinUX*!

to get
r

jcosOJG^

2pkIbl6o 01az/7c B 2dmv0kVcIblPk/e(Va - Vr)2VaVc s dmVoP^Ifc^eCVa-VrJVg
s

diri/2eVa/m pk2Ibl/e(Va=>Vr)Va

Let pk2Ib-j/?a “ G and dz/im/e

s

pk^/^V^Va

'^2

= A
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Ye » G(A/(?a=¥r) )

w

CJ]^(G-JCLJ)/

^2) (sinwGi «. jeostuG!)

Ye/G " normalized admittance = (A/(Va~Vr))

(J^(WJ

G^Gg)/^ ^1^2^ (siR

$■ jcos(A)C^).
The time required for an electron subjected to zero cavity voltage to
return - 2dmv0/e(Va“Vr)

z

GQ_0

Let the number of cycles that occur

during this time - N.

z

N s Gif
Te/0
U>C C2

=

Gihj/2TT0 Therefore „ G^ui"
(A/Va-Vr)) (Jx( w

=

2TfH

(sin 2TTN « jcos2f»'N)

dmv0kVc W/e(Va»Vr)Va

2IfNs 2wdmv0/e(Va~Vr)

The characteristics of the electronic admittance cai be seen
from these equations. As Va=¥r

is decreased from infinity* the

electronic admittance phasor * starting with a capacitive characteristics
becomes conductive,, inductive,, negatively conductive* and then
capacitive again. The A/(Va=Vr) factor tends to make the magnitude
increase as Va <= Vr decreases. GJG-jC^ also has a factor of Va=¥r in
the denominator* and increases with decreasing ?a=Vr. The function
Jl((A/C Cg)/^ C1G2 always decreases in magnitude for GlIG-jC^ increasing*
providing OoC^Gg—3»38* at which point it becomes equal to zero. This
factor tends to make the electronic admittance magnitude decrease for
decreasing Va~Vro For small values of CuG^^o however* the A(¥a=¥r)
dominates* and the electronic admittance increases in magnitude for
decreasing Va~Vr.

27TN also increases with decreasing Va=Vr* since it

has this factor in the denominator* and this causes the phasor to
rotateo The plot of the electronic admittance is shown in figure 18.
When N

5

integer

3/^0

sin2iTN

*>

jeos2frN

2

sin 3TT /2

o

jcos3fT/2 = = 1 } jO. The admittance for this condition is thus a pure
negative conductance. For N

z

integer •»> X* where f<XC 1* the
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Figure 18.
conductance component will be negative,, since sin 2fTX<l for
1< 2X<2 or i<X<l.
The electronic admittance is also affected by the cavity
voltage Vc. When Yc ; 0, W G^Gg a^-s0 "

since it is directly

proportional to Vc. For this case, Ji(t« Gj^)/^ C]G2 s 0.5. As ¥c
increases, J^CtuC]_CJ2)/0hdecreases. Yc does not, however, have any
effect on 2fTN. Thus, increasing the cavity voltage will decrease the
magnitude of the electronic admittance without affecting its argument.
This effect is called admittance compression.
It is now possible to see how electronic tuning of the
frequency of oscillation is possible. The cavity conductance at the
resonant frequency of the cavity = Gc. For the klystron to oscillate,
the beam must contribute negative conductance greater in magnitude
than Go Suppose the parameters of operation are adjusted such that
the electronic admittance can be represented by the phasor OP in
figure 19. The klystron will oscillate, and as the cavity builds up,
admittance compression will cause OP to decrease in magnitude. This
will continue until point P reaches point Q, a-fc which the cavity and
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electronic conductances are equal and opposite,, and the oscillation
becomes stable,.
The klystron will oscillate if the electronic admittance phasor
lies between points R and S„ R° and S'* or R" and S'®# etcO0 for Vc
~ 0. If the repeller voltage is changed such that the admittance
phasor stays within one of these ranges, the frequency of oscillation
will change„ since the electronic susceptance and thus the cavity
susceptance are changed,, As Va-Vr is decreased0 the electronic
susceptance changes from inductance to capacitive„ and the cavity
susceptance changes from capacitive to inductive to keep the total
susceptance zero. This requires the frequency to decrease„ which shows
that the frequency changes in the same direction as the magnitude of

va-V

.
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Appendix B
The Magic Tee
The magic tee is shown in figure 20. If microwave power with an
electric field EQ. enters arm 10 and power with a field Eg enters arm
2,at the same time, power will propagate out arm 3 with an electric

field equal to (*yi/2)(E^ a- Eg)9 and power will propagate out arm 4
with a field equal to (V2/2) (E^ - E2).

Consider the H - plane tee shown in figure 21( and consider two
electric fields E]_ and E2 propagating down arms 1 and 20 E^ will
propagate around the corner as shown in the figure and will have the
polarity of E-j_° in arm 3« Similarly0 E2 will have the polarity of E20
after propagating around the corner» The field propagating out arm 3D 1
will equal E3.0 <0- Eg*» Since Ei* and E211 are the same proportion of E]_
and E2Q respectively„

will be proportional to E]_ *■ £2.

Consider now the E - plane tee shown in figure 22„ The field E^
will propagate around the corner between arms 1 and 4 as shown in the
figure p and will have the polarity of E-j^o E2 will propagate similarly

.
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Figure 22.

2

and will have the polarity of E2°o If E;j_ and E2 have the same polarity
as they enter arms 1 and 2, they will have opposite polarities after
propagating into arm 4. Thus,, the field propagating out of arm 4 will
be porportional to

- E2„ since E1° and E2° are the same proportion

of E^ and E2 «
If the E => plane and H ~ plane tees are combined to form a
magic tee, the magic tee will possess the characteristics of both type
of tee0 Power propagating into arm 4 will divide equally between arms
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1 and 2, and none will propagate out arm 3« Similarly0 power propagating
into arm 3 will divide equally between arms 1 and none will propagate
out arm 4» Power propagating into arm 1 will divide equally between arms
3 and 4„ and none of it will reach arm 2. Power propagating into arm 2
will behave similarly.
The factor of *v/2/2 arises from energy considerations. The power
propagating along a waveguide is proportional to the square of the
electric field of the wave. If a wave with a field E]_ enters arm 1 and
a wave with a field Eg enters arm 2„ the total power entering the tee
will be C(E^2 * Eg^). The power leaving arm 3 will be
and the power leaving arm 4 will be

C^fz/2

Q(^Z/2

(E^ Eg))^

(Ei => Eg))2. The total power

leaving the magic tee then » C/2 (E^2 «■ 2E]E2 ❖ Eg2) &
C/2 (E-^2 ^SE^Eg o E22) “ G(E^2 ^ g^2) „ which is the power going into
the tee.
If the electric fields vary sinusoidally with time0 their
phasors may be added and subtracted in the same way.

Appendix G
Discriminator
The equivalent circuit of the reflection cavity used in the
discriminator is shown in figure 23»

Figure 23.
The admittance of the equivalent 0 Y0 ° l/R * l/jwL «■ jw©
- - J/UJL o. l/R fr jwC “ ( -=jR-fr wL ■«. jw2RCL)/uuIR m
( -j ■«* I/JL/R «• jw2/uJ02) /o>L where U>Q2 s l/LG
I s (4<W2/WO2

- 1) <^U)L/R)/twL

z

(jC^/^o = %/UJ ) * UU0L/R)/(w0L

For w w Wa

- 2Atu/cuo

0

where

UJ “ Wo

Y ~ W6L/RU/,L * j(2^uya)0)/(uC)L
Let

YQ

S

l/Z0

S

characteristic admittance of transmission line

connected to cavity
Y/X0 s (WOL/IO/M^LYO «? j(2Aw/wo)/W0IY0
R/OJQL

- Q0

s

unloaded quality factor of cavity

l/(w0L(l/R •#* Y0)) s

S quality factor when cavity is loaded with

semi - infinite line of characteristic admittance Y0.
Define Qi s

l/Qi

S 1/QQ = 1/QL

Y/Y0 r Cl/Q0)/(1/Qi.)

A

S<u<L(l/R * Y0) = ObL/R s u>oIY0

j (2 A w/w0)/ (l/Q,^)

g

% (1/% o j2AW/w<,)

The discriminator is shown diagramatically in figure 240
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Figure 24c

.
0

. _■
■* 1 - 1

1 - V*o
1 <- lc/i0

1 - Qid/Qa-» J 2*“/<".)
1 * QQU/QO » 3

1

1 c=O0
E

S " /°sEi “

E

i

E
1 «, 00

i

The Es wave arrives back at the magic tee 1/4 of a cycle sooner than
the E_ wave,, since Es has 1/8 of a wavelemgth less to travel in going„
and Es has 1/8 of a wavelength less to travel in coming„ making 1/4 of
a wavelength less to travel altogether,,
When the phasors of the electric field waveforms are added and
subtracted in the magic tee„
EE -

V2/2

(EC-^ES)

% 2V2/2 (Ec-^jEs)

The crystal detectors are assumed to give a DoG. voltage output
proportional to the power received„ or to the square of the electric
field of the incoming wave.
2

Error of discriminator
%

K (|EC 4VEsJ

2

s

ed = Ej^ =

ED^

~ K |EgJ

|

«=»

2

K |Eg| . °

2

~ |EC-^ES| ), if the two detectors are of equal

sensitivity.
d

1
- K/2 fk
-Qia/0n*„J24^.
1
L*
1 * QiCl/Qo
j2A^/ou0)

|E

1 - Qia/Qo » 32^/oj.)

+ jE
J l
1

l

_

f 1

' 1 * Qi(l/Qo ♦ j2AU»/w<>) *
e, - g.2
d
’ 1

K/2r [
1

'

l

.

j

1 - Qia/Qo ^ j2Ak/tUo) » j » IQi Cl/go ^ j2A(jj/0jo)
1 * Q!(l/90 1 - QJ/1/QQ

1

f[|-

|1 * Ql(l/Q0 * 02AUi/<
j(l 0- Qx/%- 2Q1Au//Wo)|

2

1

» j2A(»/wo) - j - jQlCl/Qo » j2Aw/mo)
1 * QXCI/QQ

ed " E±2 K/2

|

■9> j2Aw/cu^
Ql/Q0 " SQiAw/uJo*

|

- |l - e^/Qo «. 2Q1Aa>/aJo-fr

j(-l - Qi/Q0 - 2Q1AW/Wo)|2J
e

d

S

1

K/2
|1

aj

^(1/QQ v j2A /ou0)|

■2^af/Q0 - i4Q1Aa»/Wo *

(95^0)2 4- (^Q^CU/Wo)2
(9^0)2 ^ c^fti^^/cuo)

*

=X?V* ^i^uyuio - i4Q^^/Q0Wo

ed - *|1 * Q1CI/Q0
Ejg g

* (%/Q0)2 ♦ (2%^W/U»<^2

t (2^Ut/w0)Z

—2 ( - 16 QiAuy^ )

* j2ACu/Wo)l

Ej_

Reverse terminals to make e^ > 0 for 0.
A0Vcuos^f/fo
4 K Eu2 Q-,Af/fo
Cj »
d
" (1 * Ql/oJ2 ❖ MQiAf/f^)2

For Af s 05 e^ “ Oo
As

edOC Af/(Af)2—^ o.

Af->
Find

A f for maximum

| e^|0

ded/dAf = Cd ♦ Ql/Qo)2 * ^(QiAf/f0)23 ^/fp - (*<$!Af/fQ)8(Q]^/fq)2 £
’ —
[Cl fr QI/QQ)2 *4(Q1Af/f0)*32
[a * Qx/Q0)2 + *%2Af2/f02j 4Q1/f0 - 32Q!2Af2/f02
(l fr Qi/Q0)2 *

4

%2Af2/fo2 “

8

%2

f2 f 2

/ o

«

s

0

0

4 Q12Af2/f02 = (1 «. Q^QQ)2
Af2 - f02(l ♦ Qi/Qo)2/^2
f s ♦ f0(l * Qi/Q0)/2Qi
Qi = 1/Cl/QL - l/Qb)
- 1 » QL/(Q0 °^l)f
“ 2Q0QL/(Q0 » QL) °

|Af| = * » 1/QO(1/QL ° 1/Qo) fn
2/(l/Qi - 1/Q0)

.(Q0 - fit * -ftL)/t^5—>%)fQ

1**1= V»L

f r

°

Z9&12Qj#,

l*dI***

Find value of edmx
*. - K KZ ^I/2Qt.
°dmax ——I 2

(i ♦ Qi/Q0)

(1 ♦ Qi/Qo)

(i

QI/Q0)

*(QI/QL)

2

%)

Q0 = ^IQL/(QI 2

0
2

♦ MQ-^QL)

si* 2Qx/Q0 * Q^/Qo2 = 1 * ^/(^Qj/CQx - QL))«

^/(»i^L2/(Ql - QL)2) = 1 ♦ 2(QX - QL)/QL * (Qi2 - 2QJQL * QL2)/QL2

= 1/^L2
°^max

^ « 2^QL -

° 2 K E(,2 QT/QL
2

2

QI /QL
a

max

2^£2

2

*

Qi2

„

2^L

^

g

QI2/Ql2

= K Ek2 QI/Q1
2

QI A*L

thus occurs at A f/f0

s l/2QL

and

is equal to K E^2 Q^/Q^.

Consider crystal detectors whose D.C. output voltage is
proportional to the electric field of the incoming wave.
e

d0c0 = ®» where E is proportional to the electric field.

*6.
«d =

\ Ej/V2

■ 1* - QI/QQ

[|l - Q 1/QQ - 2QxAf/fft » j(l » Q1/Q0 - 2Q1Af/f0) j

♦ 2%Af/fp ° 3d »

Q-I/QQ-V

2Q1Af/f0)[]

0 th
| 1 «■ Qi(l/Qo ♦. j2 Af/f0) |
®
expression being obtained by removing the square signs from the

relation for square law crystals.
Select typical values for

QQ

and

and compare the ed

with that of the square law crystal with the same
Let Q0 “ 20 o000 and Qj, = 100000o

will then

s

QQ

vs. „A£ curve

and Q]_.

200000. Let fQ s

100000 Me.
«d s

K E

L k/C? )l-♦ j2Af|) 02Af * j(l - 2^f)j

From the calculations„ it is seen that
0.41 Me. |edmaxl^or

8

j dmax |

- {2Af « j(l ♦ 2Af)fl
0Gcurs

for

|Af|S

s^u31"* Xaw crystal occurs whenj^fj s f0 /2QL

“ 0.50 Me. Thus0 for this particular case,, the linear crystals bring
the ledjnaxl points closer together in frequency than the square law
crystals.
Consider linear crystal detectors with unequal sensitivities0
Adjust tunable short such that ed s 0 when the frequency is equal to
the cavuty resonance frequency.
For Af

s-0,

ed ~ 0

s

Ek/2[%J(1 - Qi/Q0)/(X 4

KLl Id

- Q!/Q0)/(l

♦

Ql/Q0)

- •3slJ

0

where

©

QI/Q0)

O

«j8| -

is the phase angle by

which the wave reflected from the tunable short leads the wave from
the cavity into the magic tee„ if the short and the cavity have the
same admittance. This phase angle can be established by making the
waveguide to the tunable short

|f X©/2Tf less in length than that to

the cavity.
EL?
K

I1 - Ql/Qo 4 eJ8(l

Q-^Qg) |

Lg |l ° Q]/Q0 v cos © (1 *

Q^QQ)

=

KLJI

- Qi/Q0 - eO®(l *

* j sin © (1 & Q-j/Q0)| =

QX/QQ)

|

47c
KLl Jl = Q^/QQ - cos ©

(1 = Q-,/Q0)2 * 2(1 -

(1

QX/QQ)(1

(1

0-

2

*

2(1

2

- Ql /Q02)COS © *
2

[Cl - Qi/Qo)

K

K

2(1

<► Q^/QQ ) *

2

K

Li/Kl|

-

_ Qi/Q0)2 =. 2(1 - Ql/Qo) (1 * Ql/Q0)

2

(1

2

«■ Ql/Qo)

2

2

d - QI /Q02) cos

0

«

S

(1

f QI/QO)2]]°

2(1 = Qi2/Q02)cos © s

[2(1 * Ql2/Qo2) - 2(1
2

[(1

cos2© (1 4* Qi/Q0)2 *■ sin2© (1 ■? Q]/Q0)£j •

- Qi/Q0)

LI/ I|

* Qi/Q0)(°

* Q1/Q0)cos © * cos2© (1 + Ql/Qo)2

+ sin2© (1 + Qx/Qo)2 s KL2/KI|
cos ©

1

* Qi/Q0) - j sin ® (

(1 = QI /Q0 )(I *

K

2 K

L / I|)

008

2

2

- QI /Q0 )COS ©]

® r

K

2 K

C L / I|

2

- yci. *

The aboVe expression indicates that e<j s .0 for

QI

/Q02)

Af « 0 cannot, always

be obtained, since the expression for the cosine of © can become
greater than 1, indicating an impossible situation.
For square law detectors, replace Kby

K

l/&2

in

above expression.
Adjust tunable short such that e<j 5 0 when the frequency is far
from resonance.
e

d

- -75/2 CKLa I E0-t^Es I -*Ii |

s|J

Place the short ■§■ X©/2 tr closer to the tee than the cavity.
Far off resonance, the cavity becomes essentially a short circuit.
Yc will then approach infinity.

SQ 5

?i (1 •> ^®) / (1 oOO) o >■ Ej

(1-2 cos © * cos2© -fr sin2©)/(l «• 2 cos © o> cos2© * sin2©) s
C2^-^cos

e)J{^^X cos

cos © = (KL§ - KL2)/(KL|

©)

K]J£/KJ2

2

s

KL^/KJ^

A KL2)

Here,, it can be seen that there is always some value of © which will
make ej s 0, since cos © is always less than one0
ed

*

Ekk//2 [~
LKl?

^ll ^ Q^I/QQ * o2Af/fQ)

eM

l! - ^(1/QQ 4 j2 Af/f0)

|l * Q-LOVSO * J2Af/f0)
«d - Ek/(2|l ♦ Ql(l/Q0 * JAf/f0)|)
* ej®(l » Qxd/Qo * j2Af/f0))| -

&L2 |l - Ql(l/Q0 * 32Af/f0)
|l «= Q^l/^ * j2Af/f0)

- eje(l * QiCl/Qo ♦ j2Af/f0))|]
ed s Ek/(2 11 «. Qid/Qo * j24f/f0)|)

{

|l - Qx/Q0 «.

(1 « Qi/Q0)cos © ~ 2QiAf/f0 sin © ❖ j [2Q]Af/£0(eos © = 1) o*
(1 o- Q^Q'oJsin e] | -

KLl | 1 _ Qi/Q0 = (1 .♦ Qi/Q0)cos © ❖

2Q14f/f0sin © - j ]2Qi4f/£o(cos © * 1) + (1 * Ql/Qo)sin ej||

In the actual discriminator# Kj^ was about 1/3 of Kjo, Therefore
use this value with typical values of Q0 and

previously used# and

calculate the discriminator characteristics. The curves showing the
results of this calculation and the results of the calculations on the
discriminator with equally sensitive linear crystals are plotted in
figure 25o It is seen that the discriminator with unequally sensitive
crystals provides a greater slope# thus making the discriminator more
sensitive to frequency changes. However# there is no longer zero error
for zero frequency deviation from the cavity resonant frequency.
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Appendix D
Amplifier System
The schematic diagram of the amplifier system is shown in
figure 26.

^ — X/
*■

(Bi-B^/ZirOSg-BoJ/Zg

-

z

2®i ** z2®s “ zlEs - zlEo

(Zx

Z2)Eg £ ZJEQ •O' Z^i

Bg £ (ZiE0 <0- Zg®i^ /

“S’

I2 .* I3 s I4
(Es « E0) /Zg <o> (E2 C= E0) /Z3 £ E0/Z|J,
E2 s •» A Eg j

(Eg *=> E0)/Z2 £ (E^ = Eg)/Zj_

(E^— Es)/Z]_ <=■ (AEs * E0)/Z^ £ E0/Zzj,
Eg £ (ZiE0 =. Z2Ei)/(Z1 o> Z2)
(E± = (Z1E0 — Z2Ei) /(ZX * Z2)) /Zl = (A(Z|jE0 «• Z2E±) /(Z-^ =0 Z2) «■ E0
- ®o/z4

(Ei(Z1 .0 Z2) = Z]E0 •= Z2Ei)/(Zi(Z1 * Z2)) <=

(AZ]E0

&

AZ’2E^

Z2))/(Z^CZ-^ ^ ^2^ *= ®o/^4°

*

Ei((Zi <0. Z2) /Z^

- Z2/Z1 - AZg/Zx) - E0(l <o> AZ1/Z3 ❖ (Z^ ❖ Z2)/Z3 o

(Z^ «o Z2)/Z2|, )
Ei/E0 -

E./E0 r

Assume A

(gl
° Z^l - AZp/Z^
1 «{» AZ^/Zfj «$> Czx •o* Z2) /Z3 4* (Zx ❖ Z2) /Zty

^3 °

A z

. g

—

Z^(l <<► A) ■<>■ Z£ "S’ Zfj >}. (ZJL <9- Z2)Z-j/Z^
4

s

10 /(l # 0<>004jiAj)

The diagram showing the component values is shown in figure 2?«
2",

Zx s 450 ohms

= equivalent output impedance of input cathode follower.

Z2 s 107/j^

Z3 s 4700 f 0O4?X106/(1 « 0.47jW)
Z^ will be calculated below.
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C1‘ “ - 0*1 mfd.
C2® s Ci'Cg/^' * C2) “ 0,023 rafd,
03' s ^"03/(C211 * C3) - 0,007 mfd.
04' = 03*04/(03* * C4) “ 0,0025 mfd„
Rl®

S R2 S

3000 ohms

V = R1®R3/(R1® «#■ R3) - 750 ohms
R38 - R2*R4/(R2® .* R4) - 230 ohms
{JJ1

z l/Ri'Pi' r 3.33 X 103 rad./see,

0J2

Z 1/RI®02»

(03

=

l/Ra"^" - 5.8 X 104 rado/sec.

U/4

s

1/R2*C3» ■- 1091 X 105 rad./sec.

S

1.44

X 104 rado/sedo

(W5 s l/Rj’Cy s 6,24 X 105 rado/sec.
ui6 Z 1/R3°C4« - 1.74 X 106 rado/sec.
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2^

2

„

Cl -B- s/tAJt)(l » 3/103) (1 -ft S/***£)
C]_s(l f S/OJ2)(1 * s/104.) (1 * s/tAU)

_ 001 w,? a>s (s ^w>)(s &IAIZ)(S ■o-Uls)
^
UJ 2. OO 4, WV 6 Cl
S (s *l»2)(s *104.) (s *lWj)

Z4

s

3.98

X 108

(s » 3C33X1Q3)(S * 5.8X104)(s » 6.-24X105)
s (s + 1.44X104)(s * 1.91X105)(s * 1.74X106)

The actual and calculated values of |Z^,J and the phase angle of 2^
are plotted in figures 31 and 32«
An alternate scheme investigated makes use of the simple RC
filter shown in figure 299 in place of the special filter.
4-700JL

X

O-Uf-

Figure 29.
The circuit of the amplifier using this filter is shown in figure 30.
o.Uf

Figure 30.
In this case. Z4 is simply the impedance of the 0.1 mfd. capacitor,
or 10^/jCo 0 and the other impedances are as before. For low and
intermediate frequencies, the circuit behaves as before. At high

frequencies, the circuit shows greater attenuation and phase shift
than previously.
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